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response
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Virus replication



Innate and adaptive immune response

http://highered.mheducation.com/sites/0072495855/student_view0/chapter24/anim
ation__the_immune_response.html



Virus multiplication assays  (cell culture)

https://www.virology.ws/2009/07/06/detecting-
viruses-the-plaque-assay/



Viral infection in cell culture
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Reduction
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Beta=0

Monotone system with time 
delay



Example of simulations



Waves



Minimal wave speed: method of linearization



Wave existence: method of upper and 
lower functions

Theorem. 

Waves exist for c greater than or equal to c_0 if time delay tau is less than some tau_0



SARS-CoV in the culture of epithelial (cilia) cells



Comparison with experiments

Total viral load



Distributed delay



Viral infection and immune response



Models: ODE system and single equation
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Virus

Immune cells



Single delay equation: period doubling
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1D space equation

Local virus concentration in the tissue (lymph node, spleen)

Immune response:

Time delay
Growth for small load
Decay for large load



Reaction-diffusion waves for the scalar 
equation

Bistable case: 
single wave 
speed

Monostable 
case: wave 
speeds 
greater than 
or equal to 
the minimal 
speed



Systems of waves: bistable case
Scalar equation

Monotone systems



Systems of waves: monostable-bistable 
case



Virus spread 

Three regimes 
of infection 
spreading:

Low dose
High dose
Low-High dose



Evolution of quasi-species: 
genotype-dependent immune 
response
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Periodic structures and waves
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Nonlocl delay equation: 
wave propagation
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Part 2c. Brain modelling: 

normal functioning, disorders, stimulation



Connectome



Functional brain networks



Brain waves (EEG data)



Rotating waves



CorStim SAS – 700 avenue du Pic Saint-Loup,

Aile Incubation Euromov - 34090 Montpellier

CorStim SAS – 700 avenue du Pic Saint-Loup,

Aile Incubation Euromov - 34090 Montpellier

EEG waves
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Plane waves                                             Rotating waves



Neural field models
Two equations with time delay

Distributed speed and delay

Linear adaptation

Refractoriness



Stability analysis – Pattern formation

Instability condition:  d/( N^2) < const



Bifurcation of periodic structures



Nonlocal consumption: periodic wave



Model with inhibition
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Stationary structures
Periodic waves two types
Aperiodic waves



Wave propagation: normal tissue
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Conclusions

 Physiological systems are often characterized by the presence of a 
stable equilibrium (ex: disease-free,  quiescent state)

 Activation of physiological processes can lead to the emergence of 
other stable equilibria (ex: endemic) or other spatiotemporal 
structures (excitable media – brain, heart)

 Transition between the equilibria (ex: disease development) can be 
described by reaction-diffusion waves
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